
Czasowniki modalne – ćwiczenia online
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Polecenie: Choose the correct form to complete the sentences.

I would like .................. by train.1.

A  to go  B  go

Sheila would like .................. the weekend with us.2.

A  to spend  B  spends

Where would you like ..................?3.

A  sitting  B  to sit

My father would .................. to visit Portugal.4.

A  likes  B  like

We .................. to live together.5.

A  wouldn't like  B  don't would like

What would she like .................. after university?6.

A  does  B  to do

I wouldn't .................. to be a dentist.7.

A  like  B  to like

They .................. like to go to the cinema tonight. They want to stay at home.8.

A  would  B  wouldn't

My neighbour would like .................. another car.9.

A  to buy  B  buy

I .................. like to move to another country.10.

A  wouldn't  B  don't would
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Answers
źródło: www.ang.pl/cwiczenia/1920

1. A
2. A
3. B
4. B
5. A

6. B
7. A
8. B
9. A
10. A

I would like .................. by train.1.

A   to go  B  go

Sheila would like .................. the weekend with us.2.

A   to spend  B  spends

Where would you like ..................?3.

A  sitting  B   to sit

My father would .................. to visit Portugal.4.

A  likes  B   like

We .................. to live together.5.

A   wouldn't like  B  don't would like

What would she like .................. after university?6.

A  does  B   to do

I wouldn't .................. to be a dentist.7.

A   like  B  to like

They .................. like to go to the cinema tonight. They want to stay at home.8.

A  would  B   wouldn't

My neighbour would like .................. another car.9.

A   to buy  B  buy

I .................. like to move to another country.10.

A   wouldn't  B  don't would
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